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University to benefit from MnSCU budget increase
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

,.,)

In December Gov. Ame Carlson made
higher education one of his top priorities for
the upcoming fiscal year.
Carlson announced his plan to give $168
million
for
construction,
f?-cility
enhancement
and
maintenance
to
Minnesota's colleges and universities. He
also proposed a supplemental budget of $42
million for Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities.
'This is very good news," said Jane Otis,
director of communications for MnSCU. "It's
nice to have a larger pie as we enter the

legislation"
·
The . governor's
proposal includes every
building
and
:•
remodeling
request
approved by the board
last September. Many
of _these requeSts will
allow campuses to
·accommodate growing
technology.
. SCSU has a ~e in BRUCE GRUBE
this budget passing as
well. Under the category "individual
projects" the university is asking for $2
million to purchase prot>t;rtY for

developmenL
President Bruce Grube said this money
would be used to purchase private property
already in the boundaries of campus. 1hese
properties would be purchased and converted
for university use. A big priority would be
new parking lots to compensate for the new
library.
"We are not forcing anyone out of their
homes;thatisnotourintention,"Grubesaid.
"When property becomes available we will
look into the possibility of purchase."
Grube also said the university did not ask
directly for any additional money for the new
library. That money was included in last
year's budget request.

__ Under the category ''maintenance and
repair projects" SCSU is asking for
$9,665,000. Grube said $7 mil~on of that
total would be used to install an electrical
'distribution system. Th.is would be il tunnel
system used to accommodate utilities.
The campus has outgrown its current
electrical system and has to upgrade to
accommodate current demands. ,
'Ths is a money•saving move," Grube
said. "By installing the new system we would
be using a lower i;ost energy and there will be
cost saving in the long run."

Go ro BUDGET, PAGE 5 •

Husky hockey fi11ing its capacity
by Ryan Voz

·······EoiTOFi......

When SCSU hockey moved
from the . Municipal Athletic
Complex to the National Hockey
Center in 1989, it might have
seemed a little intimidating.
That's because the Huskies went
from being a big fish in a small
pond - as they went from selling
out the last 11 games at the
MunicipaJ
Athletic
Center lo
~ ,-J.
having the
~ JI
roles
reversed
They
moved into an arena which could
seat more than three times as many
people. The MAC at the time held
2,100 people while the National
Hockey Center can accomodate
7,051.
A fish grows in relation to its
aquarium and the SCSU hockey
program W also shown it grows in
relation to its envirohment.
''There seems to be about 500
more people for most. games and
about I,(XX) more for bigger games
this year," said Joe Meierhofer,
director of operations at the

.
m
8

over·SCSU hockey.
"I've been told this is the funest
environmental place to watch a
hockey game," said SCSU Athletic
Director Monis Kurtz.
So far this season, there has
been ari average total attendance of
5,839 for each of the 11 home
games, up 1,500 people from 'the
1993-94 season. This marks an
increase of 22-percent.
In fact, attendance has shown an
increase ,of alrqost 3,000 ~ople
from .its first year at the National
Hockey Center.
Why has the attendance gone up
by so much1
The obvious answer is the
Huskies are leading the Western _
Collegiate Hockey Association,
but there are ~ r factors involved.
"Students don't have to pay and
it has finally caught fire,"
Meierhofer said. .
An athletic referendum was
passed in the · fall of 1995 by
students to pay for athletics on a per
credit basis.
Each student currently pays 36
cents per credit up to 12 credits,
amounting to $12.96 for the school
year.
Before 1995's referendum,
students paid $4 for a hockey ticket, ShaM Opatz/PHuro EDTTOR

~:! ;:;~:'afe' : :~~i:C~: ~,:'s°;:.:': rt~J an
0

have Division I hockey and
students can come and make a
difference."
However, this environment
could be compared to a jungle,
where fans have gone into a craze

all-

The athletic referendum is up
for an optional renewal every two
years and could be looked at again
inthespringof1999.
Kurtz credits the referendum,
the competitiveness of the program

A Husky Ian shows adamant support for the hockey team ea~ler this season against the
University of Minnesota. The attendance of hockey game~ at SCSU has been at a steady rise.
and the internal and external
promoti'ons for the increasing
numberoffans.
Other universities such as the
University of Minnesota - Twin

Cities and University of Minnesota
-Duluth still charge students.
UMD charges $5 for SCSU
games and Gopher games and $3
for others, while the U of M

charges $16.50 for standing room
and $19.50 for a se·at in the student
section.

Go TO HOCKEY, PAGE 5 •

Events ,center reaches next step in plan
for the center. Also, the council supports
development of the center only if a source for St.
Cloud's financial contribution is identified and
Student Government introduced Thursday an site selection .ind building costs.are more clearly
endorsement for the development of a ~entral defined.
Minnesota Regional Evellts Center.
The second is to give permission to the mayOr
This was after the St. Cloud City Council and city clerk to contract with a company
approved at last Monday's meeting two to conduct a feasibility analysis ·costing no
resolutions submitted by the Central Minnesota more than $10,000. The company is scheduled to
Events Center Task Force that would allow for have the analysis done by Feb. I. Another item
further research to be conducted.
is administration would ask local governments
The first resolution is the city council's . and organizations to do studies as well.
request for $25 million from the state legislature
One member of the task force is junior

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

■ Head coach Craig

Dahl became the alltime winnlngest bockey
9oach atSG5(J w(th his"
~ 82nd win Saturday,
See story, Page 9

John Baker. Baker is the Student
Government representative for the events
center. He was appointed to the positiotl by
Student Government President Christy
Hovanetz.
Baker said the eq~ment will be voted
on by the full senate next Thursday. If it
passes the endorsement will be sent to . the
Minnesota legislature by the chairperson of the
task force committee.

Go TO EVENTS CENTER, PAGE 5 •
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CAMPus & CoMMUNI1Y BRIEFS
Negotiations planned
for this weekend
There is no new infonnation regardirig the
negotiations between Minnesota State
_Colleges and Universities and the faculty at
SCSU and the other universities in
Minnesota.
"For once, people are really just tightly
shut up," said Bill Langen, professor of
foreign languages.
According to Langen, all involved have
chosen to keep the status of negotiations

silent - for no)V.
"Our negotiators came back and said both
sides agreed to a news blackout,'' Langen
explained.

He said there was a negotiation session
planned for this weekend, starting on
Friday. He said they did not want the
contract discussions to take t_lace in an

atmosphere of rumors.
He said his hope is for progress in settling
the faculty contracts. The progress made this
weekend will determine future actions.

St. Cloud is not
diminishing, nor
growing
It is a relative statement, but according to
a study done by SCSU students, the rate of
growth in lhe area is at a "slower rate relative
to previous predictions."
The Social Science Research Institute,
which is · run by the SCSU department of
Economics, cited tight labor supplies with
almost no changes in wages in St. Cloud as
the main reason for the decline in growth.
New bµsiness activity dropped off by 28
percent since November, and the 2.8 percent

WHAT'S

IIAPPENING
TUE~DAY
Spotlight of the week
8 p.m. in the Quarry. ·

Bobby Llama plays as the
Spotlight of the week.

WEDNESDAY
'Faculty Reading
Showcases'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. Sporisored by the
Literary Arts Committee,
faculty from the English
department read their own
creative works.

Women on Wednesday
Noon in the South
Voyageur Room in Atwood
Memorial Center.

Art exhibit
3:30 p.m. opening reception
for "IMPRFKT WORLD."
Wood Constru~ions by Steve
Olson on display from Jari. 14

- Feb. 26.

Announcements
Assessment testing
Assessment testing is
required for Math 130, 131 ,
and 133.
Te.s ting days:

Jan. 29, Feb. 4, Feb. 6,
Feb. 12, Feb. 18, Feb. 20,
~eb. 24.
To submit infoonation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chrbnicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

unemployment rate in St. Cloud is .3 percent
higher than the state average.

Klinefelter murder
suspect admits guilt
Brian Ederhoff, -who allegedly was an
accomplice to Thomas Kantor in the shooting
and resulting de3th of St Joseph police officer
Brian Klinefelter, has p1"'"1ed guilly.
Edemoff will plead guilty to one count of
aggravated robbery as well as one count of firstdegree murder, allhough he did not fire !he gun
!hat killed Klinefelter.
Ederhoff and Kennelh Roering, !he olher
accomplice, were indiCted on first-degree
munler clwges under a law that holds criminals
responsible for the crimes of their accomplices.
Roering and Ederhoff were charged with 11
crimes after the Jan. .'29, 1996," shooting of
Klinefelter. The 25-year-old officer stoppe.d the

STATE

Kaczynski fails
in underwear
suicide attempt

Student receives
Webway Scholarship
Angela Goldenstein. a junior at SCSU, is
the recipient of a scholarship designed to help
women and minorities.
The Webway Scholarship, which is
sponsored by the Antioch Company, was
presented to Goldenstein at a luncheon on
Friday in Atwood Memorial Center.
The purpose of the scholarship is to help
women and minority students at SCSU
pursue education and career opJX)rtunities in
lhe manufacturing engineering fields.

& NATION BRIEFS

suicide watch since Monday when
marshals warned deputies that he
was depressed.

Opatz wants
funding more
even between

Theodore Kaczynski's mental
state is back in question after his
recent attempt to strangle himself
and his ~uest totepresent himself
in his murder trial.
' Kaczynski, who is on trial as the
suspected Una:bomber, will be
State representative Joe Opatz.,
locked in a cell designed • DFL-St. Cloud, says he ·sees
specifically for 'those who are disparities among funding for state
believed to be suicidal and will be schools an,d wants something done
hooked to a heart monitor with a about it.
camera watching him.
Opatz's example ~as that under
He earned all this with his the present system a community
attempt to hang himself Wednesday college in International Falls could
with his own underwear.
Teceive $5,979 per student next
Kaczynski had been on partial year, compared to $2,529 per
student for North· Hennepin

schools

Community College in Brooklyn
Parle
•
Opatz is lobbying that the
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system try and even out
that funding difference.
His proJX>sal to the legislature
appropriates $27 .8 million to help
the 16 schools with the lowest
funding.

Minnesota may
play host to

national political
convention
In the year 2(X)(), Minnesota
may be the destination of the
Republican national convention.
The Democrats are also considering

the Twin Cities.
At this point, the biggest
obstacles are a meeting place and
accommodations.

Robbery call
results in arrest
of caller
.

"'--lf•

Ry~Guerts, 20, of
Waite 1Paix; Wa5 arrested Saturday
morning after indirectly reix:irting
himself.
Guerts was working at the adult
store Pure Pleasure on Highway IO
when he made a call to St. Cloud
Police saying he had been held up at
gun JX)int. Guerts himself ended up
being arrested when it was found
that he had a warrant for his arrest.

Chronicle

IN IIIsTORY...

2o=Aro. .

three men on Steams Coonry Road 75 after !hey
were suspected of robbing Freeway liquor
Store in Albany.
Kantor was later found and killed in Sauk
Rapids by Benton County Deputy Nancy
Wiggin when he refused to drop his gun.

University Chronicle (USPS 121~80) is written and edited by St. Cloud Stat8 University students arid is
published twice weekly during school quarters, and weekly during summer sessions, excepJ during final

periods and vacations.
In an article written by Jeanine
Editoriat production and office facilities are in 13 Stewart HaJI, SCSU. TM' newspaper is funded with
Ryan,
now Jeanine Nistler,
communications specialist for SCSU, student activity fees through the ·Student Government Finance Committee.
donn residents awoke to cold rooms
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E......_:
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It is time to start apartment shopping Student group
salru:Y
supports choice
by Sarah T,eclc

01VfRS10Ns EIJfTa:t

It is time to st.alt deciding where to live
for next ye.ar.
·
While some studenlS will choose to
live in the residence halls on campis,
otheJs will lease an apartment for. the
1998-1999 school >""'·
''It seems like way too far ahead. b.it
it's na," said Melissa Neisinger, who is
employed in the leasing deparonent of
Select Propenies.
Neisinger said it is important to start
looking and deciding now - especially to
secure an apartment in a prime location
withapa,tdngspace.
The one and two-bedroom apartments
are snapped up fir,t, and then the fourbedroom units, she explained
There are many facets to the process
of seauing an off<ampUS home. Some
property management companies _ . .
a co-signer, while most have contract foes
and security c1cpoQts we w11c,i the lease
is signed
These fees range from $200 - $2.50.
Studenl rcn1CrS need a co-signer to lease
because most woukl nci qualify ~ a
rcnte,:

In oob to lease an apartm<nt under
standard lease agr,ernenlS, moot rental
agencie., - " " di= years of rentlll

histOIJ', full-time employment and the
~ed must meet certain
qualificaboos.
However, most property management
companies have spe.cia1 programs to
acoommodale students.

I'::.,'
====tolll•===

"Students are a
protected clas.s in SL
Cloud and they can't
be
discriminated
againsr.;• explained
Lisa W~son. assistant

1bis is new to all

property manager for

Nonhem
~ : : ; ; ; of the
lease are aoother
impa1alx
coosideratioo
- ,
specificall)'
the
length.Because
SCSU is switching to

switch to semesters
will b~ng some
benefits to students
- paniOJlarly where
finances
are
concerned He said
because there will

of us - the first
year is going to be ~~~=~
as t,yingfor us as rent should be less.
fl
b
''It's actually a
or t e students. pretty big disoount

with a 12-month
Neisinger

Brenton J. Kent

lease,"

CAMPUS MANAGEMENT

semesters
next ·
a5CS
have
unde,gone some changes. For example,
Campus Management oow olfen ooly 10
or 12-month lea.= Before they olfen:d
~theleascsschool~rnino-lllOIXh leases
.......'6

Management.
Select Properties also offers 10 ancl
12-month leases, while Northern
Managemcri has three, six, nine or 12month options.,
Accordirig to Kent, the changes being
generated by the

J-

' This is new to all of us-the first year
is going to be as trying for us as for the
SIUdentsandtheoollegc;'saidB~l.
Kent. operations nianag,,, for Campus

said

Anodier pol1ion
oftheleasetoknow
is the building's policy oo parties.
''We're 11()( looking for a panier;'
Wilson said dcscribiog what her
company loob for in armer.
Campus Management also has a
reputation for dwiking parties.
''We're very strict on parties. I know
andlwantthatreputlliontobeouttbere,"
Kent said

Professor studies downtowns

Professor
Kent
Robertson looks at
pictures of other cities
similar In size and
demographics to St.
Cloud. Robertson Is
part of a project to
revitalize
the

downtown area.
Ben Wichttrman/STAFF PHOT'OGR/tl'HER

Sllould downlown revitalizalioo be an issue for the St
City Oluncir?The......, bask> be yes. Aaonling.,
unity- Studies professor Kalt Rcbensoo. the
area of ID'J city can always be improved.
Robemon said in his aniclc "Ouiding IJoMdown
" published in thc Journal of thc Am,rican
•

As.,ociation, "Acily'sveryimagcisoftcnidentiliod

· thc Iool: and vitality of its maimtred.•
Robertson bas reocntly been ~ l<SClllcl, 00 the
. of clowmowm and dteirdfcctivcness. He visited &,c
. ' with populalioos nmgjng from 25,000 to 50,000. These
·1es included Auburn, N.Y.; Bangor, Maine; Carson City,
cv.; Texarkana, Tow/Ark.; and Wtmau, W,s.
AD cities must have aamror nmingplace where people
trade news « bJSiness. to make commmity life a
quality. These~ or downtowns are the bean of the
"ty and must be ll<allld with sufficient care. Robensoo's
was to get i<leM to l'ormuJate as dose to a w:,pian
as po,sibie. His means of going about this was to
ywalkthedowntowns mmion<dOYO<apc,iodoffourlD
days, geaing a feeling of how they womd and SIDpping
y in a number of businesses to conduct short

-

Among the things Robertson was looking at were

· oomnmity
heritage. useability
""fie, These
mainingredients
blendod lOgetherto
make for
. . anddistint:ICllllllDIDitics
One conclusion Robenson came to was making ·the
downtown is extremely ....,_-., its weIH,eing.
wrote. '1l's the little things that have the big effects.
o,misbing thc Sllffls and Sllllefitns or wilding facades bas a

impu,emm)a,theSt
the--"llmlplilo:thc
1tit:tlo<lown dlca m the SUO'OUDlling economy.
tiddsk>the . . . and ml up lirowsing the shops
and dining out - - - The main idea is to
then,illthelinlpla<e,thcmon,activiticsa

~-------said

..........

Robenson warns that

reYilalizaljoo

doesn't

nip.ltlmScoopcntionand-froma
amnmity.
The lint

"'P is the Imdest and thal is
•
visim for a ~ plan. n.s · ·
COIISUUCfOd "through cxtonsivc ·
·
coosensus wilding invol... city ollicials
with downtown idatsts;' acx:otding to
.
llcYelopmcnt."
Robensonis-inbisstudicsbywhat
tmn im:rest in downlowns." His-information is
for decisions in city politics. 1M also
.

inbisfield
"New studies such as this, bring SIUdents
infoonatioo that they may soon be using in·
city ~ - Robensoo said Sludents .
should loot il1o l!lroiJaioo to Local Uman

levclcn
These pinciplcs are also available in some
otherll1iclcs publishcd r,(ffliy in thelomnal 0
PlanningAs..oculion.Althoogh bis n:scardiis
smaller cities. the ideas can be b3DSlated to ·

--------

sizes. '

by Erik Petersen
STAFF WRITER

At ~ root of the historicaJly heated abortion issue, Roe vs.
Wade was a landmark decision to legalize abortion in the United
Stat~.
Now, 25 years after that decision, SCSU has ' an official
organization which recognizes the pro-choice position.
St. Cloud Students For Choice is led by chairwoman Julie
Ingmire, a student who is doing an internship at the National
Abortion Reproductive Rights Action League in Minneapolis. ·
ARRAL is the political arm of the P!_O-Choice stanet: in the

u.f

"I took the intro to women's studi~ class at SCSU during
summer quarter and learned about the internship at NARRAL."
Ingmire said. "They are trying to reach out to students, so my
quarter has been devoted to starting this group."
~ARRAL ~elps the new organization by supplying
resources and literature on the subject "We don't receive any
fuoding from them, but they do provide training and education
: : ~' : : " ~ others. They're our support system,"
Getting the organization started took some pre-planning.
Accor$ling to Student Government President Christy Hovanetz.
in order to become recognized by SCSU, a group must have a
mission statement and at least IO current members. "As long as
the mission statement is inclusive a group can be recognized,"
Hovanetz said.
'10: ~ : . = ~ r s ~ = ~ ~ n ~ r i : a ~ ~ ~
right to make reproductive choices," the group was officially
recognized Dec. 11. ·
"It has been realty challenging," Ingmire said. 'Tve never
started an organization before."
"Being recognized by SCSU was an important step,''
Ingmire said. '1t means we exist. It also gives us the right to
reserve rooms in Atwood and meet and table officially."
The group is not able to receive funding from Student
Government until after 52 weeks. "After a year, an organization
can submit a request for funding," Hovanetz said. "The funding
is granted according to the rudget."
''We haven' t discussed whether we'll request funding ne.xt
year or not," Ingmire said The group has "been designing
buttons that will be sold 10 begin their fund-raising.
Both Ingmire and Heidi Scherer, public relations cochairwoman for Students For Choice, agree that a big part of the
organization is to educate people on the issue. ''We're trying to
get people to understand what it means to be pRKhoice,"
Scherer said, "the right to choose - not the government telling
you what you can and can't do with your body."
"People don't realize the right to choose is so at risk. They
don' t realize how close we are to losing that right," Ingmire

said
"We want people to understand that we are not pro-abortion,
it is the choice that we are so adamant about," Ingmire said.
But with a heat~ topic like abortion, both sides are adamant,
and Ingmire has found out how challenging it can be to deal
with people who don't agree with her view.
"I've been dealing with opposition everyday," Ingmire said.
"It can be emotionally exhausting."
the!=:n~~a;~-i~~~-=~v:f~
the Roe vs. Wade decision. "We have a number of activities to
commemorate Roe \IS. Wade, including a voter registration drive which will be in At'NOOd," Ingmire said.
Also in the plans are events scheduled for Non-Violent
Alternatives wctk: at SCSU. 'lwo members from NARRAL will
be coming to speak at the school. There will also be other
speakers in Atwood Memorial Center to talk-about abortion on
Jan 27.
Representatives from NARRAL will also be speaking about
the precinct caucus system. ''They will be explaining the system
and why pn:Khoice people should show up to them," Ingmire
said.
In addition, Students For Choice will be going to SL Paul in
March to lobby for representatives. The group encourag~
anyone interested to get involved - men and women. 'This is
not just a woman's topic,'' Ingmire said. "We have some men
now, but we would like to get more involved."
"We want to be a resource on campus.." Ingmire said. "We
need to be visible and active."
''We are trying to set this organization up so it will be around
a long time," Ingmire said. "I want this to be ~ 20 years
from now."
Anyone interested in St. Cloud Students For Choice is
encouraged to attend a meeting in the Sauk Room in AMC,
Tuesdays at 9 p.m., or visit their site at
SCSUchoice@ootrnail.com
Anyone who can't attend the meetings can receive e-mail
containing minutes, events and other important infonnation
from Students For Choice.
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Ministers to host talk on racistn
by Sheila Janey
STAFF WRITER

"Will we be extremists for the
preservation of injustice or will we be
extremists for the cause of justicer' - from
"Letter from Binningham Jail"
Ministers from Ecumenical Campus
Ministries at SCSU will be leading an
informal conversation on civil rights activist
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "Letter from
Birmingham Jail" at 2 p.m. Wednesday
in the Atwood Memorial Center's South
Glacier Room.
King wrote his famous essay on April 16,
I963, while serving time on his jail sentence
for participating in the civil rights
demonstrations in Binni_ngham, Alil.
His leller was written in response to
an open letter published earlier in January
by eight prominent liberal Alabama clergy
men.

They called on King to allow the battle for
. integration to continue in the local
and federal courts and warned King his
non-violent resistance would more than
likely cause civil disturbances.
'The 'Letter from Birmingham Jail' is

the most well read thing King ever wrote,"
said Mike Sharp, adviser for Non-Violent
Alternatives and a campus minister at United
Ministries and Higher Education.
This special event was created to
respond to last fall's racist incidents which
occurred on SCSU's campus and to
participate in the King celebration prior to his
nationally celebrated holiday on Jan. 19.
"King lived a life in which he tried hard to
bridge the gap between different cultures
and races," Sharp said. "He didn't just talk
about creating justice, he put his body on the
line for it."
This new program is built on the
hope panicipants will walk away from the
informal conversation with a new outlook
on racism and join in the fight to create
equality.
"Racism is a white problem, not a
black problem," said Darius Larsen, a pastor
at University Lutheran Church. "Whites tend
to be racists in a population because they are
in control and call the shots. It is because of
this position that whites have to 40
something."
The idea to have this informal
conversation during Diversity Awareness

Week originated with sponsor ECM, which is come up with ways to combat iacism.
a collaboration of United Ministries and
Larsen will be facilitating the infonnal
Higher Education, Lutheran Student conversation.
Fellowship, Newman Center and the ·
The special event will kick-off with
University Lutheran Church of the Epiphany. Larsen using King's challenge lo white
"Ecumenical Campus 'Ministries felt that liberal clergy, "If not now, when?" to
the churfh had faith to offer to Diversity encourage the participants to think about
Awareness Week," Sharp said.
ways to combat racism.
NOVA decided to co-sponsor the
Once Larsen has challenged the
informal conversation on King's "Letter participants, he will then ask the eight
from Birmingham Jail" because they participating campus ministers from ECM,
wanted to sponsor a program which who have read King's "Letter from
symbolized what their organization stood Birmingham Jail" prior to the discussion, for
for and fought against.
their own personal comments.
"It felt right to stand up for the
Thereafter, other participants are welcome
infonnal conversation since it is celebrated a to join in the conversation to add their own
week before Martin Luther King day," Sharp words. The infonnal conversation is expected
said.
to last approximately an hour and a half.
King is an important symbol for Diversity
Copies of King 's 14-page essay "letter
Awareness Week because he was a person of from Binningham Jail" will be available
faith and ECM said people can hold his prior to the infonnal conversation at
powerful vision of "equality between all University Wtheran, 390 Fourth Ave. S., for
races" up for everyone to see.
anyone who would like to read the letter
"King represents a call for reconciliation before the discussion begins. There will also
ahd action," Sharp said.
be extra copies available at the infonnal
Through the use of King's letter, ECM and conversation.
NOVA are hoping to challenge students,
faculty and the surrounding community to

Award celebrates excellence
by Tyson Jahn

feature special speakers and an of the award and a judge on the
"Excellence
in
Leadership committee this year, is a graduate
STAFF WRITER
Retrospective" as part of the I0th assistant for the Volunteer Link.
The 1998 Excellence in anniversary celebration.
"More important than not, I
Leadership program celebrates a
"At the banquet, the recipients thought the leadership award was
decade of excellence in student will receive a medallion, which is more personal to me," Wilson said.
leaders.
worn at graduation, a certificate and "I thought the awards banquet was
The 1998 Awards B~quet and a fonnal portrait for the leadership probably the most classy event I
Program, scheduled for April 26, awards," Schrader said. "The attended as an undergraduate
will recognize student leaders who winner of the Dennis Thayer Award student. It was a very special day
have been selected as part of a will
also
for me."
campus-wide
program.
The receive
a
To apply .
selections include staff, students, plaque for
for
the
faculty and ·administration in their efforts."
Excellence
rewarding excellence among
The
in
student leaders.
Leadership
program
"It's a very prestigious award encourages
Award, stop
and only a select group of people anyone to
by
the
win the award," said Rhoda apply, not
Atwood
Schrader, chairwoman of the only those
Memorial
Excellence in Leadership Program who have
Center,
Committee. "The winners will · earned
at
room 117E,
. and
receive fonnal recognition by the least a 2. 75
Rhoda Schrader
university for their leadership."
cumulative
complete
Schrader said there are about 30 GPA
and
the
CHAIRWOMAN OF COMMITTEE
awards given out each year. Tbis 136 credits,
application
includes the Dennis Thayer but
also
by the Jan.
Leadership Award, given to the those who have excelled in the 29 deadline.
highest-scoring award recipient, · areas of leadership and community
"For the essay section, you want
which will provide a new monetary service. .
to make it as personal as possible,"
award this year for the first ·time.
"We are looking for people who Wilson advisee{ those applying for
"The awards are mostly are involved in more than one area the award. "Give a true reflection
recognized personally to an in the community and on campus," and show what's important to you."
individual. The winner is Schrader said. "What really sets
Infonnational meetings about
recognized in the classroom and people apart is how they have made the application process will be held
community," Schrader mentioned. a difference, how they have affected on Wednesday at 11 a.m. and
"It means something to you now their community in a positive way Thursday at I p.rii., in the Atwood
and when you are working in your and have made the campus a better Little Theatre. Anyone who .has
chosen c~r field."
place to live."
questions is encouraged · to
This year's awards program will
Molly Wilson, a fonner winner attend.

ou ve ear t e pitc ...
are you ready to swing?
If you're on the fence about writing for llniversityOronicla,
straddle no more. We have jobs to fit anyone's schedule. As a
staff writer you will be paid $10 for each story. Come down to
our office today and fill out on application. Help carry the voice
of SCSU on the poges of the Oronic/e.

Stewart Hall 13, 255-2449

is

Ibe winner
recognized in the
classroom and
community.
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The University
Prograrriming Board's Literary
Arts Committee is sponsoring this
year's Faculty Showcase in
Atwood Theatre.
Come celebrate the
· ·literary achievements of SCSU's
English department faculty members:
•James Anderson
•Heidi Howell
•Bill Meissner
•Carol Mohrbacher
•Rex Veeder
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Of the 6,000 <1.crual seats at the NationaJ Hockey
Center there are 2,200 seats allotted for students.
Currently, the on1y games students have to get
tickets for in advance are against the University of
Minnescta. but with the student increase drey may
h;.i.ve to revamp the system.
According to Brad Jodarsk.i,. the assistant
director for business and
financial operatioffi, they
would lfr.e to get a bar•
code system.
A .student would only

Jodarski said. "As of right now we will be giving
ticke~. to students the same way as any other
game
Increased attendance also means incn;ased
revenue for SCSU. Acco¢ing to Kurtz, ·revenue
could amount to $250,0(X) for the season, which
would be up about $20,000 from last year. This
would then help other athletics at

scsu.

For Kurtz and JX)Ssibly other
athletic directors of new programs,
he saw this popular trend of hock~y
coming.
knew
"We knew it would take some
to look every person up in
time before we would be real
a book when getting
competitive," Kurtz said. "Look at
Gopher tickets.
some of the other programs (in the
·
According to Jodarski,
WCHA), it was eight to 10 years
the Huskies' success has
before they became competitive."
them wondering if they
According to Meierhofer, even
need to have students get
though the numbers have risen they
tickets earlier for more
haven't
had any problems· securing
Morris Kurtz
the crowd.
games.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
"We feel if we can get
"We have always been pretty
someone here one time
well staffed, ever since we beefed up
they will come back," Jodarski said
our staff four years ago," Meierhofer said. "We go
Another area on the rise is season ticket holders. into every game prepared."
•
However, Jodarasld said he thinks they'll really see
The Huskies will stay in the state of Minnesota
the increase next year. "It always seems like after a for the next month. After travelling to UMD this
goo<l year you see the greatest increase in season weekend, the Huskies· will be home for the next
ticket holders the following year," Jodarski said.
four consecutive weekends.
On Jan. 23 the Huskies play the defending
The aquarium seems to be shrinking and Husky
national champions, the University of North hockey fans are loving it
Dakota. wiuch could JX)SSibly bring another se)lout
~

~:,,1;:; :J:::~~::,~ . We

it would
take some time
before we would
be real
competitive.

Cto'Vd. -

''We thought about that happening, but we don't
foresee: it happening, but anything can happen,"

·Budget

A Husky hockey fan yells through a hole in
the glass during a game ea~ier this season
at the National Hockey Center.

Events Center

PAGE 1

The remaining money would be used for repairing
roofs and other renovations.
The third portion of the budget is "per-student
fild>g ~ - - 1 1 a e would be $12 millioo •
distributed to the three universities who have the
lowest per-student funding.
According to Grube, SCSU is the least funded
school and is 14 percent below the average. This
money would be used to bring each of those schools
up to average funding. SCSU would be receiving
about $6.9 million. ''We need an adequate and fair

budget," Grube said.
The money received would be put into SCSU's
base budget. The base budget is money used to
support academic and swdenl support programs and
is also used to hire faculty.
SCSU has a annual budget of $105 million,
including all revenue sources. The university receives
41 percent of its funding from the state of Minnesota.
This translates to about $40-43 million. The other 59
percent is raised from student tuition and fees. grants,
contracts, research and private gifts.

The next session will begin Jan.

20.
"The more support we have in the
community the easier it will be to
raise the $25 million," Baker said
Baker also plans on speaking to the
student governments at St. John's
University and College of St.
Benedict.
The events center would be a boost
to Central Minnesota and SCSU
athletics and special programs. SCSU
President Bruce Grube estimates the
events center will be used about 40
days of each year for SCSU activities
and athletics.
Tl:ie sports that would take place in
the events center are women's soccer,
softball and football.
'This is an incredible opportunity
for the St. Cloud region," Grube said.
"We have a chance to maintain vitality
and enormous benefits from this
project. People in St. Cloud won't
have to drive to the (Turin) Cities and
larger exhibitions can be held in town.
It's a chance for a real partnership."
The center would also hold events

PAGE 1

such as spring commencement
because it would allow !IlOte people to
attend the graduation, r.:omparcd to the
National Hockey Center. The center
may also be the home to future
concerts sponsored by the university.
The $25 million requested from
the Minnesota legislature is on1y half
of the estimated cost of building the
events center. Local authorities would
have to raise the other half. This
brings up a number of questions that
will need to be addressed, such as
where is this funding coming from
and from what sources it will be
approved.
Location is .another large concern
and it is still being discus.5ed.
Grube said that SCSU is asking
that the events center would be
located a reasonable distance from
campu He said he doesn't want
transJX)rtation to be a concern for
students.
Once the money is in place Grube
said it would be a minimum of two to
three years before the center would be
built.

JEFF's
TOTf\L BODY PIERCING

Join SCSU carnpus ministe-rs to disCuss
Martin Luthe-r King Jr's,
"Le-tte-r from Birmingham Jail"
We-dnesday, January 14, 2 pm
South Glacie-r in Atwood

■I

CATHOUCCAMPUS~

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P. M.
SUNDAY: 9 A. M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION : 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260

PROFES310NAL
M/\STER PIERCER . JEFF

f!ISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16·21s1AvenueSou!h
SI. Cloud, Minneso!a 56301
..,-o, AppoinlmeotorConsu/tation
c,,11 320·255·7305 or 320-393-2654
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EDITORIAL

Sanity questioned .
in Unabomber
defense case
Theodore Kaczynski, who is on trial in Sacramento
for being the Unabomber, claims he is sane.
Before his trial began last Monday, Kaczynski stood
up and asked the judge to allow him to defend himself
in court. He doesn't want his lawyers to defend him
because their defense for him is insanity.
Meanwhile, in the privacy of his jail cell, Kaczynski
· attempted to kill himself. He didn't use his sheets or
shoelaces - he used his undeiwear.
Kaczynski may have shot his chances at gaining the
privilege to represent himself.
At best, Kaczynski was dealing with a combination
of severe depression and desperation, but that may be a
pretty big stretch.
Considering what we know about Kaczynski, there
seems to have been evidence from the discovery of his
existence that he is not all there.
He lived in a shack in Montana, a state with cold
winters, with very, very few amenities including heat
and electricity. He has even been called a paranoid
schizophrenic.
Assuming Kaczynski is the Unabomber, responsible
for severely injuring and killing people with bombs they
~received in the mail, doesn' t that prove he's insane?
Kaczynski, or the Unabomber, or both wrote
published manifestoes about his political views and
complaints. These were the reasons behinil the
bombings.
.
Everyone has gripes about the government, froni
taxes to abortion to environmentalism. Fortunately, 99.9
percent of us do not take it out on people who may or
may not be able to change those things,.
Blowing people up is not the way to demonstrate
political opinions. Just as blowing up abortion clinics killing the people inside in the process - is not the way
to demonstrate an opinion about abortion. The .
Unabomber _had the right idea when he wrote out his
opinions.
. If Kaczynski, as the Unabomber, has done all of
those bizarre and horrible things, he is definitely insane.
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Help for semester conversion
It's the beginning of a

building lobby.

preparation for a smooth

conversion to semesters.

calendar
. In an
conjunction
Expert advice can help
anew
natural
timey
for e a r , . with
October
you make the most of the
charging with
.
open forum for
renewed energy
students about how ) as!,.9redits you clYi#- ~ e
before conversion to · "'
and commitment
··
to prepare for
into fresh
semester
semesters and ihe fin.ill
opportunities.
·
conversion,,an
credits you take under the
Next year at this
informational web
new system. If you are
time, all of us will
site was set up. The undecided about a major
or don't know the identity
be starting a
address for this
second new semester.
web site is:
of your adviser, contact
Instead of coming back
www.stcloudstate.edu/-se the Office of Records and
from a holiday break to
mester.
Registration in room 118
pick up on classes twq
You are welcome to
of Administrative Services
weeks into a quarter,
address questions to
Building to be given the
students and faculty will
_Semester@SCSU.edu. In
name of your adviser or to
plunge into new classes,
addition, new
be assigned one.
refreshed and ready to
undergraduate and
By the time you are
tackle new challenges. ·
graduate bulletins are due ready to register for spring
lhis will be one of the
out in February. 1be
quarter, a new Advising
benefits of changing from information to be included Center will have opened
quarters to semesters.
in these bulletins,
in room 102 of the
A change of this
including all new class
Administrative Services
magnitude can cause
titles and descriptions,
building, iii the former
concern. Students have
will be included in the
University Public Safety
been asking questions
semester conversion web
office. Steve Klepetar,
about how the switch
site.
255-3937, a professor of
from quarters to semesters
Another opportunity for English, has been
will affect their progress
learning more about
appointed to direct the
toward _graduation and
semester conversion is a
center and to explore
how they can best be
live call-in show at
ways to improve the
ready for the change. The 4:30 p.m. Jan. 14 on
advising system at SCSU.
university is offering
KVSC-88.1. I will
He will be joined by other
several avenues for
be answering your
instructors to serve as a
.• offering answers.
questions, along with
source of general
Two fliers containing
Suzie Williams, vice
information for students.
commonly asked
president for Academic
SCSU is geared up for
questions and answers
Affairs and Myron
a new year and a smooth
about semester conversion Umerski, registrar/director transition to a semester
have been circulated.
of Advising and
system. It will be a
They have been made
Orientation.
positive change for the
available in residence
I can't stress enough
university. With proper
halls, at the library check- that talking to your
preparation, it will be a
out desk and in the
adviser is the most
positive change for
Administrative Services
important aspect of your
students as well.
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Division I
hockey: a cash
co~ for SCSU.
The scene was in Atwood Little Theatre during the
spring of 1989. The event was Students jn Media Day,
and an SCSU official named Donald Sikkink posed
some rather serious questions concerning the fledgling
Division I hockey program.
Question after question was posed. It was enough to
pique the interest of then-Chronicle editor Tim
Hennigar. The jump to Division I had already been
made, and there was no turning back, despite concerns
the price was too much. The money w_ould have to
come from somewhere. Academics would suffer.
Hennigar dispatched a rookie college reporter to answer
some of these questions, all of whic:_h had to do with
money.
During the very late 1980s and
eady '90s Athletic Director Morris
Kurtz reiterated time after time that a
''trickle-down" effect would be
taking place. This trickle-down eff<:et
would take profits made by the
'
hockey program and use them to ·
benefit the rest of the athletic teams
here on campus. At the time profits
MARTY
were small. A trickle could not be
"SUNI>vALL detected, though a small profit was
turned before 1990.
'.There were questions then and perhaps still are, but
nine years later, Division I hockey at SCSU is the
single most important prognim on campus. Last week it
was reported in the St. Cloud Times that the hockey
program will raise in excess of $250,000 this year.
That's a quarter of a million dollars, folks. And that's
hardly chump change. The trickle-down effect' is now,
literally, a flood of money.
New, flashy toys are being added to the sports events
all the time. The player introduction at hockey games is
state-of-th6-ari. A new computerized sound syst€:m for
basketball and Halenbeck Hall has already gotten
approval."
· I hear that Halenbeck might be slated-for new
speakers. ·scholarship money has been increased.
Corporate sponsorship has skyrocketed. A television
deal for hockey is already in place. I hear new radio
deals - one on a clear-channel AM and one with Twin
Cities reception - are being discussed.
There are some around campus who stress that SCSU
could one day be one of the top· 10 academic
universities in the country if the resources were made
available. And that the exposure of being such a good
school will help to get its hame out among potential
students.
Well, the odds that a small state university could be a
national top 10 school is simply unrealistic. SCSU is a
good school, but it's hardly Harvard or Yale or Stanford
or even Minnesota or Michigan.
What is realistic, though, is the hockey program has
the school's name. This name appears o_n every majof
college hockey poll every week. The school is
competing for a league championship in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Six thousand people come out to watch the team play
almost every night. And its name is seen right next to
the Harvards and the Yales and the Minnesotas and the
Michigans. National exposure for SCSU has been gained. And
hockey is turning a profit. Let's see an acadeinic
program do that.

Rea , React, Wnte
send letters to:
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

ore-mail:
dlronide®stdoudstate.edu

name,major in school
(if applicable), and signature.
Letters are recommended to be
under 350 words.
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STUDENTS SAVE

~

20%
EV ER Y WED N ES DA Y·
ON AU SERVICES .

SI.CIII~

~
~

STUDENT !.P. REQUIRED
(All services perfonned by
supervised students).

AcUCIIJ

EVERYDAY
With Student I.D.
No Double Discounts.

YOURS

• 55% of what is believed is visual!
• 1st impressions are made in the 1st 10 seconds!
• Employers usually decide in the first 3 minutes
of an interview who .they will hire!

rd· · ·.·

ana1mrnr ,m It again
· • Learn nutritious

, ·' a

HOW TO CONTROL

2.5 0

$
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IMAGE IS .
EVERYTHING

HA IR CUT

912 W. St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500
Open Mon.-Sat.
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~~~ •Take 1-2 pounds
~~
each week and
keep it off
.
1

Learn How to
Control Your Image!

Wednesday, January 21
Atwood Little Theatre
3:00 p.m.

Sporuoml by lheC.areu ~lopmeo1Council.AMA, BCIS Club, Tuvel andToarism
-andismpponcdbyyourstlldcn111C1ivityfcedollars

~ SHRM

~

I/

.
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• Take body fat
measurements
• Learn.the value
of exercise

Join '~Healthy Weight

"The Wedding Banquet•
Jan . 15-18, 7 p .m.
At -.rnod Theatre
free with SCSU ID

•

Offered by SG~U Health Senrioos
Thursday's,3-4 p.m.for sit weeks
Be~nning Jan.15,I~
Rll~ster early: 255-4850

(}/ [Lb:a6¥~

\filetus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320J 251-2569
We ~ and ~ ~
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Bobby Llama's
performance, which ·
was scheduled for
Jan. 13, has been
cancelled.
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Huskies sweep UNO
Dahl sets mark with Saturday's victory
by Rob LaP/ante

The. Huskies outshot the Mavericks 3927, but it was Leitza who had to come up

SPORTS EDITOR

with more difficult saves than UNO junior

With the SCSU hockey team on a recordbreaking pace this season, it is only fitting
that Head Coach Craig Dahl broke a schooL
record for most career victories after a
weekend sweep of the University of
Nebraska-Omaha at the National Hockey .
Center. ,
Dahl tied the record (formerly owned bySCSU Head Coach Charlie Ba.5eh) Friday
night with his 181 st career win in the
Huskies' 3-2 win.
Saturday night, Dahl claimed the record
as his own after a 6-2 Husky victory in front
of a sellout crowd of 6,297.
Dahl said he didn't know how to explain
his emotions after setting the record.
"It's a nice thing to have," he said. "BUt, J
don't like drawing attention to myself. In
fact, I feel a little embarrassed about it."
.
Even though SCSU swept and picked up
their fifth consecutive victory, Dahl said the
three-weeklayoffwasevident,particularlyin.
Friday's 3-2 win in which senior goalie Brian
Leitz.a stopped 26 of 27 shots.
"Brian has played well for us all year, but
I thought -(UNO's) goaltender played well
too," Dahl said. ''After three weeks off, we
v.:-ere a little rusty, but I was happy with the
way we played in the last six minutes of the
game protecting the lead."
SCS4::§enior:'captain An_jly Vicari OJ>C:ned
the scoring 11:00 into the first period. Afte·r a
UNO second-perjod goal, junior foiward

~~:g

~::id; ~:of~e ~~tu~ri!t~-

goalie Jason Mitchell
Leitza said he was happy with his

perfonnance Friday night. but couldn't say
the same for the rest of the team.
"I have got to play well for this team io
win and hopefully the team will start playing
better in front of me," Leitza said.
With both Dahl and Leitza unsatisfied
with the rest of the tellm's perfonnance
Friday, the Husky players responded with a ·
convincing 6-2 win Saturday night.
So convincing that SCSU played one of
its better periods of the- season in the third
period leading 3-2.
The Huskies scored three third-period
power play goals and outshot UNO 21-4 and
41-17 for the game in its 6-2 victory.
Sophomore defenseman Tom· Lund
sparked SCSU, scoring consecutive ·firstperiod goa1s giving the Huskies a 2-1 lead,
after UNO's Jason Cupp opened the scoring.
Lund, who was robbed by Mitchell
moments before scoring his first goal, said he
knew what adjustments he had to make.
"On the first oppoitunity, (Mitchell) made
a great save," Lund said. '"The second time, I
said to myself I was just going to shoot to his
other side and I was able to beat him."
Cupp would tie the game at 2-2 in the
second period, but then SCSU scored four
unanswered goals sealing the victory 6-2.
'Welo5k~rnorelnterestcd," Dahl
said. "(UNO) did an incredible job this
::~e;d;:~r~~a~!~est differen.ce tonight SCSU sophomore defenseman Tom Lund scores his first of two goals in

L:. ._-======------_:___________

_:__J

the first
period of Saturday nights 6-2 Husky victory. SCSU swepi UNO after a 2-1 win Friday,

Buzzer Grapplers bounce back after tough loss
beater
stymies
Huskies
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

by Sean LaFavor ·
STAFF WRITER

The Husky men's basketball
team could very easily have come
out of this past weekend's trip to
North Dakota and North Dakota
State University w_ith a sweep.
On the other hand, they alSO
could have easily come away
winless.
On Friday night in Grand Forks,
N.D., the Huskies escaped with a
hard-fought 74-72 victory over the
University of North Dakota at
Hyslop Sports Center, the highlight
being a key rebound in the waning
moments by senior forward Nathan
Pelowski following two missed free
throws by teammate Jesse
Jacobson.
Missed free throws such as those
by Jacobson , were a problem aJI
weekend for SCSU, said Head
Coach Kevin Sc~agel.

Go TO BUZZER, PAGE 10 •

The Husky grapplers wrestled in
their first double header of the
season against Nebraska-Omaha
and the Glen Brand Open.
On Friday, SCSU lost a tough
meet to fifth nationally ranked
Nebraska-Omaha 33-6. First-year
grappler Klaus Alberts. 158 lb.
class, and junior Ryan Marx, 177
lbs., each earned championships in
their respective classes.
"Klaus was 5-1 over the
weekend," Head Coach . Steve
Grimit said. ''The guy he lost to, at
the {Brand) Open would be the
champ in the class. Alberts did J?eat
him the day before to win the class."

Nebraska-Omaha won all but
two matches, beating SCSU in a
North Central Conference dual
meet. Marx improved his record to
11-4, as he won a decisioned match
7-2. Alberts, 5-1 over the weekend,
won his match by a score of 6-4.
"Most guys worked on their
offense in the weekend series,"
Grim.it said. "Most guys can say
they felt better when they left the
mat then when they got on."
On Saturday, Alberts, 15-3 this
year, and junior Brett Swaim, 142
lbs.. both finished third at the 17team Glen Brand Invitational at
Nebraska-Omaha.
"I liked the way Swaim
wrestled," Grimit said. "He not only
placed third, but made a break~ugh in his play. It was very

exciting to watch him emerge.
He probably will be at 150 lbs. for
us."
Grirnit said Swaim has really
been trying to step his play up for
the Huskies $5 year.
"I think he is starting to wrestle
the way he wants to," Grimit said.
"For him it all started in the practice
room, then on the mat, then with
competition." .
Senior Jeff Schroeder at 190 lbs.
went 4-2 in the invite and collected
a fourth-place win. Junior Jesse
Nelson, in the heavy-weight class,
went 3-2 and finished foUrth.
"Schroeder and Nelson did a
good job for us in the open," Grimit
said. "Marx was disappointed, but
he continues to be one of our top
performers."

Marx went 2-2 in the 177 lb.
class, with Brian Heimerl wrestling,
at 142 lbs., going 3-2 at- the
invitational.
"Heimerl went up against the
number two guy in the nation
and lost a close match. He is
also starting to emerge," Grimit
said "LaVigne did pretty well on
Friday, but on Saturday he was
bothered by his foot. He's been
doing nothing but improving this
year."
The Huskies will be_ hosting
Augsburg College in a nonconference dual meet on Tuesday,
at 7:30 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.
"Augsburg has a very good
team," Grimit said. "You don't
usually see a Division-ill school as
good as they are."

UND, NDSV overpower lady hoopsters
by Tyson· Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The Husky. women's basketball team (3-3
North Central Conference, 8-7 overall) went up
against two of the top teams in the nation last
weekend in back-t~back games.
·
SCSU losJ a tough game Friday to the
defending national champs, ' the University of
North Dakota, 101-62.
"We played a good second half against UNO
and a good first half against NDSU," said Head

Coach Lori Ulferts. "It was a tough series going
against the fourth and ninth nationally ranked
teams."
Against UNO, the Huskies shot 28 percent
from the floor in the first half and 32 percent
in the second First-year guard Tma Schreiner
_led SCSU _with 15 points and , five
rebounds.
"We couldn't rebound and we had a bad time
on defense;' Ulferts said. ''They (UND and
NDSU) gave us only one attempt at a shot with
no chance at a rebound."

On Saturday, the •Huskies lost to North
Dakota State University, 90-62.
In the game, the Huskies shot 29 percent flOm
the floor.
"We lost intensity againstNDSU. We weren't
tired, but just weren't concentrating," said first- ·
year forward Christine Williamson. "Our defense
fell, which in tum left NDSU open to take threeJX>inters."

Go TO HOOPSTERS, PAG~ 10 •
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"The game on Friday would not NDSU on a last-second three"-point
have been a two-point game, nor shot by Bison senior guard Mark
would Nathan have had to make the McGehee from abo'ut 30 feet away
rebound if we made our free from the basket. There was little
ihrows," Schlagel said. ''We missed the Husky defenders could do, as
five free throws in the final 20 senior guard Sean Whitlock ·
seconds. We did a couple of explained.
strategic moves counting on the fact
"If you give someone a chance
that we were. going to make those to take a shot like that, you pretty
and we didn't, which made the much have to live with it," Whitlock
game closer than it needed to be. said. "You don't want to foul him
And.the same thing Saturday night. from that far out when the game
We went eight for eight in the first is tied. You -want to play tight :
half from the free-throw lihe, and defense, but not too tight. I think
then in the second, we went three of . had we made our free throWs, it
JO in the last three minutes of the would have been a different
game."
situation."
On Saturday night in Fargo, the
Overall, Schlagel was content
Huskies were defeated 60-57 by with his team's play.

Hoopsters
North Dakota trip
proves to be too .
much for Huskies

PAGE
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"Williamson rebounded well for
us 1'n the series," Ulferts said.
"(Junior guard Teri) Watkins played
good Saturday night."
As of now, the Huskies are in
fifth place in the NCC and will be
NDSU made eight of 18 ---playing their next two games at
attempted three -pointers, while the home.
Huskies made only one.
SCSU will play the University
"We're young and we make of South Dakota Friday night and
mistakes,'' Ulferts said. "We Morningside College Saturday
are starting to show our night. Tip-off is set for 6 p.m. both
inconsistency."
nights at Halenbeck Hall.
Both Williamson and Ulferts
believe the team is improving with
every game they play.
"When we play teams, it helps
us learn, too," Williamson said. "I
think we try to play the best we
can."
The Huskies were out
rebounded 37-20 against NDSU,
but Williamson scored a career high
29 points with seven rebounds and
six blocked shots.
Junior guard Katie Shea added
nine points for SCSU.
"UND was the best team we
played all year, but I think we
could've beat them," Williamson
said. ''I dorl't think we played our
best game. We had trouble running
our offense and the flow of the
game."
SCSU came within two points
of tying NDSU 45-43 five minutes
into the second half, but that
was as close as ihey got. Then,
· NDSU went on a 23-6 scoring run
to
break
the
game
open.

"I was pleased with the effort we
got in both games," SchJagel said.
We went into North Dakota and
played two very good basketball
teams. Friday night, we got
tremendous play from our bench.
We outscored their bench 34-6."
The
prevailing
opinion,
however, was that a better free
throw percentage could have
made it a great weekend for the
program.
'We've got to start making those
(free throws). We're going to have
a lot more games that are going
to come down to free-throw
shooting contests. That's the mai_n
reason we lost (Saturday),"
Pelowski said.

AC:U-1 Indoor'
Re.er'e.afion
To\Jr'name.n¼

e

Prove you are SCSU's best and
advance to regional competition.
'Billiatd~

'Bowling

Men's & Women's

Division

Men's & Women's
Division

January 16

January 23

Foo,ball l':s
Tabla Te.nni~
January 25
Register at Atwood Rec Center
• up to 24 hours before event
• $3 entry fee
• Register early for free coupon
• 255-3773
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by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Kathy Lindboe has her plate full.
With graduation closing in and plans to
start a theater troupe, it is a struggle for her to
find time for directing the play "Beggars in
the House of Plenty."
All her work will pay off this week,
though, when her play opens.
"Directing this is my own trial experience
for the future," Lindboe said.
And she learned a few things early on
from the -experience.
"It's hard to be in a leadership
position with your peers,'' the student director
1 said.
.
Lindboe realized a low-key approach
to directing made her work twice as hard.
Although the te1_nptation to be a friend was

strong, Lindboe knew she had to get down to
business.
Fortunately, the cast was·also ready to do
the same.
'The communiCation has been great.
Everyone has even been contributing their

own ideas," Lindboe said. "It's turned into a
collaborative work."
Considering the difficult content of the
play, that made Lindboe'sjob a lot easier. ·
''Beggars" deals with the problems of an
Irish Catholic family ii], the Bronx during the
1950s and '60s.
It incorporates flashbacks of one of the
sons as he tries to figure out what went wrong
with his family.
''It's mostly about a family at war with
itself," said Lindboe of the play.
What drew the senior to the play Was the
emotion.

"I could feel all the emotions wrapped up
in this play just reading it," she said.
That's a large compliment for the
playwright, since Lindboe said· she believes
there is a definite lack of good scripts around.
After graduation, Lindboe and some of
her fellow theater students will be searching
for the best scripts around when they fonn
their own theater ttoupe.
.
According to Lindboe,- they are
not heading into a get-rich-quick
endeavor.
"None of us are looking for the money,"
she said. "We just have a passion for the
theater."
The theater troupe will only be a pit stop
for Lindboe, however. ·
Her real dream is to someday direct films,
likC her hero, Quentin Tarantino.
"He has so much dedication and passion

Photos by Ben Withtmnan!STAFF PH<JroGRAPHfR

for his work," Lindboe said.
Last year, Lindboe adapted part of.
Tarantino's script for "Four Rooms" and
~~ into a one-act play, which .,she
''His writing is very unconventional and
fresh," she said of Tarantino.
Ideally, Lindboe would like to someday be
known for her unconventional · and unique
style.
''I don't Want to have a style like everyone
else's," Lindboe said.
With her directing experience at SCSU
and her passion for theater and film, she
already has a good start toward a successful
future.
. "Beggars in the House of Plenty" will
open Thursday night and continue Friday and
Saturday. It will be in the Arena Stage of the

Peiforming Arts Center.

Above freshman Megan Jahns plays
Sheila, a young woman who loves
her family as a whole, but hates each
member Individually.

Senior Cyndi Kurtz (left) and senior Trevor Torseth play a married couple In Kathy Undboe's
upcoming dramatic production. For this scene, they rehearse and work out the specifics of an
argument

Above,senior Casey Greig and senior Tim McCarthy rehearse a
pivotal fight between their characters, brothers Johnny and
Joey. At left, Qeft to right) McCarthy, junior Chad Krzmanzick,
sophomore Melissa Dalton, Jahns; Kurtz, Greig, and Torseth
pose for a wedding picture to commemorate the happy
occasion.
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_Calllpus a~ists boofll, flourish
by Muriah·Miller

received, Schwerdtfeger said.
"Last year we had a wonderful
time and the audience was great,"
said Bob Inkster, Enghsh
department chairman.
When the coordinators of this
year's showcase were looking for
presenters, they were unsure of the
number who would be participates.
According to Inkster, thele were
more than enough presenter~.
·. actually double the expected
number, so there will be a fo_llow up
event this spring.
"We have a nice variety of
presenters this year," Inkster said,
''All the faculty are very talented,
and Bill Meissner is nationally
known for his work."
As the author of the book
"Hitting into the Wind," a hard
cover by Random House, and
recently released on paperback, Bill
Meissner is no stranger to creative
writing and presenting it.
Meissner is director of the
creative writing program at SCSU
and also coordinator of summer
creative writing conferences and
workshops for students while
teaching classes in poetry,
playwriting, fiction and non-fiction
all through the year.
'"Ibis event [Faculty Showcase]
will let the students know the
quality of writing professors
produce," Meissner said.
He also emphasized the

STAFF WRITER

When it comes to writing talent,
SCSU faculty and students show

they have much to offer.
Through

various

writing

showcases, radio shoWs on KVSC
and infonnal readings, local
professors and students display

their works of poetry, short stories
and prose.
.
.
This month, SCSU will be
providing opportunities to have

words spoken, heard and discussed
on campus.
On Wednesday, the UPB
Literary Arts Commiuee will be
sponsoring its second year of
"Faculty Showcase" for English

department faculty.
"The art department has
exhibits, the music department has
shows and musicals, and we think
this is a great opportunity to

spotlight English faculty members
as
artists,"
said
Toshiko
Schwerdtfeger, UPB Literary Arts
assistant director.
"Writing is also an art fonn,"

Schwerdtfeger added.
At the "Faculty Showcase",
English department faculty will
recite their works, talk briefly about
them .and how they speak back to
them in their lives and discuss them
with the audience.
Last year's event was very well

"St. Cloud Technical College

~

Totally

Julill Peterson/PHOTO ll11JmtmON

impo~ of encouragement and
becoming involved with writing.
"I spontaneously began writing
in high school, and then at the
University of Wisconsin, (I) was
inspired by a professor who had
published his own book," Meissner

said

Now, Meissner has had his book
published and will be sharing it
with students.
Along with Meissner, other
faculty presenters will be Jim
Anderson, Heidi Howell, Ciro!
Mohrbacher and Rex Veeder.
"Anyone interested in writing

would enjoy these very talented
writers' works, their inspiration,
and the creative process behind
them," Inkster said.
The
Faculty
Showcase,
sponsored by UPB Literary Arts
Comminee will be on Wednesday at
7 P·'!1- in Arwood Linle Theaire.

E D U
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with providing hancb-on experience necessary to obtain a real
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(320) 654•5089, 1.S00-222-1009 or (VmY) 654-5988
15/40 Northway Drive• St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240

!Thrifty Cut·s January Special!

!

$7.50 Haircuts w / coupon

!
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Two styles merge in~ one night's show
by Jeromy Cannon
LIVE MUSIC CRITIC ·

Hey, I'm back again after a two-month
hiatus.
I very much missed the time I usually
spend going to shows and talking with bands
and I'm glad to be back in the smoky clubs,
talking to the bands that pass through the
little dot on the map known as St.
Cloud.
Guitar-based rock is definitely
still alive in America.
An example of this played the
Red Carpet Nightclub in St. Cloud

recently.

Sleeping Dogs was the opening
band that night for Caroline's
Spine.
The band has been together for
roughly three to four years. The individual
members have their own side projects, such
as cover bands. They said they like the
money they get from playing in the cover
bands, but they seem more proud of playing
as an original music band because they get
to play together and the)' are playing their
material and not someone else's music.
Their style is a mixture of '70s

rock/metal and grunge/rock sounds of the
'90s: The '70's style is definitely evident in
the melodic song ''Absolutely Nothing."
"Absolutely .Nothing," is a dark song
complete' with rock style hannonics and
singing leads that taJce you back to an Alice
Cooper era. If you still love that sound, this
is your song. The harmonics in this song are
very impressive - the members' voices
compliment each other.
I was very impressed with how musically

'

That may be because I have been bored
The songs are about having a good time,
compete.pt the band is, they all are very good
musicians. The amount of work they put into with most hard rock for years. At ~t, they
sex and drinking. While I agree these are the
better things in life, we have heard it all
their music is quite evident.
put on a good show, filled with tight
harmonics and skilled musicians. If you are
before.
Mark Hutzal is on lead vocals and bass
Caroline's Spine, for its Millncsota debut,
guitar, Mike Schultz and Rodney Tahija play a hard rock fan I would recommend seeing
these guys next time they play in the area.
put on a hard and powerfut-show, full of
guitar, and Trent Edgerton plays the- drums.
Lies, the band's CD, contains the songs
After Sleeping Dogs was a band from
rumbling, heavy music.
The crowd seemed to get into the groove.
they perfor:me<I at the Red Carpet. It was
Oklahoma, called Caroline's Spine.
Caroline's Spine has jumped on the
of the musie and tried to move to the
recorded in Minneapolis and in Nashville,
bandwagon, no pun intended, with its
Tenn.
· music.
The band's influences are
"alternative" sound - the extremely
At the height of the-energy the singer
who tries so hard to be like Bush's Gavin
evident in their music. One is
overplayed, commcrciaJ sound.
Fis~ a hard, rumbling growl of
The band had one definite influence,
jumped out on the dance floor to show the
guitars, that at times reminds me
Bush. It came across as a Bush wannabe
people he c0uld play cordless like the other
band. All five guys wore
guitar-toting members.
of Soundgarden and maybe some
early metal bands. The chUnky
various amounts of
Even though they put
out a great amount of
guitar riffs, pounding drum beats; leather and makeup. Not
that wearing all that is
energy while on-stage,
and grow ling vocals had me
they were disappointing
rocking my body with the beat as
bad - but, they seemed
" because of their
too intent on having the
I sat there on my stool. The band
unoriginality.
sways from sounds like Souiidgarden to
right look. O_!! the up
after the third
Candlebox to Alice Cooper to Live to many • side, they had tremendous
is de.finitely . songI left
others.
amounts of energy and
out of boredom.
If you like this sound
Some of the other songs include "No
stage preSCTlce. They put
you can check them out
One Knocks," about a yoUflg couple getting
on a powerful show. They
on Hollywood records,
caught in the act by an angry father. ''When
do jump around on stage
I Tum" is a somewhat typical, angry song
as if to say, "HEY ! look or they can be found on
America.
at me,-look what I can
the new movie
about a ruined relationship.
soundtrack for
"Above and Beyond" is a very melodic
do!"
"American Werewolf in
and mellow ballad that teases the listener
The band also liked to
Paris."
show off, using cordless
with the idea that it'll suddenly scream Out
with harder sound, but then it just continues
guitars while walking around the bar
. If you are a band in the area give me a
call here at the University Chronicle and let
with another softer chorus. There are many
playing. Now, this energy and enthusiasm is
me know about yourself. If you have tnpel 7more songs on this CD.
.
a pleasant change from some of the
bands frozen in place or bored with their
inch/ or a CD out I would love to hear it.
At worst, Sleeping Dogs seemed a little
Please send all professionally recorded
overdone with typical guitar riffs and lyrics.
own playing and just going through the
material to the University Chronicle care of
Without the energy of a live show, the tracks moti_ons.
can get a little tired and can make you skip
I think at best this band is an entertaining Jetomy Cannon, Live Music Critic. I will
club band, but they lack any artistic ·
take a listen and set up a possible interview
on through the CD looking for something a
merit.
•
little different.
or review.

Guitar-based

rock

still alive
in

_Rea o
~"Sight for the soul. .. wisdom for the
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. caH 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.

classifieds

MALE TO SHARE
4-bdrm. apt. Heat pd., plivate room,
nea
600r5_SCSU, OW, new carpet. 251 -

i\-1onrlay, January 1 2, 1998

Policies:
•I>eadline:

Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Fridai, fo~ Monday's
ed1t10n.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
7-bdrm. house across from caIJ1pus.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phQne .u nless
account has been
Available Sept. 1. can Pat 255ioo.
9585.
.
establlshed with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Roo~ 13 Stewart "Hall. Forms are inside the
'SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
HIGH POINT APT.
re IMMEDIATELY
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space. .
,
rent your own room- $185/month:-'
4-bdnTI:
townhomes,
individual
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
For more infonnation, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 255Located on the Metro Sos ine, dose leases; $200/$235/mo. each. Call · 3943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ·ask·for classifieds.
to campus and downtown. Call 259- 252-2633.
9673.

1 & UIDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet buHdmg' 12-month le
1y
caH 240-9483.
ase on .
_UIDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summerllall. Call 251-8941.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
4-tidmi. apts. Avail. now. OW, NC,
micros., on-site -laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo. plus
part<ing. can SM & M , 253-1

1 AND UIDRM. APTS.
dose to scsu. Heat pd., on bus
hne. Rwerside Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOM
for female in 4-bdrm. apt., heal pd.,
OW, campus dose, quiet and dean.
25H005.
STATEVIEW

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200 summer, $275 fall. Off-street
part<ing, $15. cau 259-4841.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.
2-BDRM. $425/MO.

4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
~~':~. ~~lr~ros., security.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

Forest.view apts. S.E. location on
1 STOP SHOPPING
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &- WE !:lAVE ITI 1,2.3 &A;bdrm..apts.
part<inglplug-in included. 654-8300. with various floor plans and

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
~~- Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
t block !roll) ·campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154
Select Prop.
'

amenities. Choose your size and
util. pd. Northern Mgmt.

~i~=

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scschousing.com.
Campus Management.
MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on SE side. French
balconies, on bus une. Heat pd.
Noilhem Mgmt. 654-8300. .
EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.

an

·3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
9 klcations to choose from decks, 1998 best choice . . Across from
garages,_ 2 full baths, free part<ing. SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
And much more. 253-1154, Seleci s~ke-fre~, well. cared for building
Properties.
. with class~ des,gn. New uni and
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
common area carpet. Practical price
2-bdrm. apts. near NHC: $460 an? more perks like sundecks,
$48Cl'10l'Tlo. leases. Electric heat. '
ROOM FOR RENT
Dan 251-1925.
4190/mo., 1/5 util. can Dave 253- whrtpoof, spa, OW and m~ro. Call • 240-0234, to take a look.
710APTS.
:~=-awayfromSCSU. 3/1,
MICHIGAN PLACE
l';:/'::'iint="'!..:na~ ~~:
1,2,3-bclrm. spacious, french
1 BDRM. APT.
balconies.
2 baths. Quiet S.E.
1925. .
.
subleaser needed $370/monlh, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from ca~us. on location. On bus line. Heat pd.
,
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat, Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
BENTONWOOD
SE klcalion. Junct. 10 and 23. 2·
part<ing included.
SUB-LEASER NEEDED
bdrm. apts. 10 or 12-mo. leases, on
room available now for male or
bus line. Dan 251-1925.
female to live with 3 females at UVT
BEST SUB-LEASER ON 5TH
town
homes. can ASAP, 253-4568.
A~E.
2, 4, AND 5-aDRM. APTS
2 full baths, m~ro., OW, security, immediate opening, male, usually
$225/mo.
Now
$179/mo.
thru
May.
•
PR/\IRIE HOME
_heat pd. 259-9283, Counier Prop.
Pliwte toomll>2'bolfi a p r . -2-bdrmc b!,ge-r<lO!!\S)Wl<s~~
el~. _includ_ed._ ~uiet well-~ ged--access to_SCSl:t-Al,f-Glinrnti0ners,-'98 • '99 STUDENT HOUSING·
~~:7£\s~:tal lease, - l~w Heat pd. Northern M~. 654-8300.
Call Dan at 251-1925.
'98 • '99 SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt buik1ing. 44 campus
klcations. Dan 251-1925.

;:f~~f.'

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251-9418.

--~-----·
1-BDRM, APT.
near SCSU, open immediately,
$350/mo. Call 253-5787.

WINDSOR WEST .
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
ba~hs. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.

2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several location, call 259-9283
CounierProp.
.'

1-BDRM. SUB-LEASE
through May. $39()/mo. avai. Jan.1.
Ja
nt_pd. East side. can 61242n5-.6re
172

4-BDF!M. APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earli8St. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line . .,
$600/mo. Call 259-1509 Jon.

2 FEMALE SUBLEASERS
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Hdrm. house, 3 bathrooms,
kitchen, porch, part<ing. Across from
campus! can for more inio. 6
6643, ask for Jen, Kari or Karyn.

STUDENT HOUSING:
FREE Jan. rent when you sign
through May.. Heat, part<ing, water
ITTCluded. Call J_. at 251-6518.

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house ~
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, .huge kitcihen, big living room,
satellrte TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.

CAMPUS EAST .
large 4-bdnns. with two full baths.
RAMBLER DUPLEX
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
3-bdrm. apt, $225/a rm., S.E. side . Extra_ sto!age. OW, garages, 4-bdrm., many klcalions. 2-bdrm. 1
_ WEST CAMPUS U
campus bus line, quieVprofessional security. Heal pd. 253-1154.
block from campus. 253-1154 2, 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths,
residential area. Plivate entry, LN,
Select Properties.
' OW, ale. Cl!)S8 to campus. Heat pd.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
DNv, ,non-smoker, no pets. Avail.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
(;rgin~ 259-4540 (D), 255- t-bdrm. $405. t-bdrm: widen or 2NEED FEMALE TO SUBLEASE
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
IVY APTS.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. _Poof, 2/t or ASAP. Townhorhes. Call 4-bdrrn. on bus line, OW, mirco.,
255-0787.
0LYMPIC If
security
and
basic cable included.
7 bus line, quiet
2
3 - 4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center. 4Heat pd. 259-9673 or 259-9283
APT. ARE GOING FAST
Counier Prop.
'
bdrm. spf! units with two fuft baths.
caD - y (251-1814) or see us on
OW, micros., security, garages and
HOUSES
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154. ·
24 campus locations. a-bdrm.• 11campus .
RAVINE APTS
bdrm. Houses- Great klcalions. Free
Fall 1998, 253-7116.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
part<ing. Quality IMng. Dan 251·
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex. 1925.
3-BDRM. HOUSE
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
Pnvate off-street parking. Laundry,
no smoking. 1 bath, full basement to choose from with 30+ years of
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
3-BDRM. HOUSE •
New carpet. Near Hallenbeck. 4th expenence. 251 ~1814. Campus
on N. side· of St.Cloud. 1 bath. No bdrm.
under
construction. Management.
"
PRIVATE ROOMS?
smoking. · Newly
remodeled. ·- $!,100/mo. 255-2082. Avail.
we have several vacancies for men $750/mo. Avail. Immediately 255- Immediately.
FOR RENT:
and women in 4-bdrm. apts. and 2082.- •
- - - - - - - - - newly remodeled 8-bdrm. house 1
house, OW, micro., dose to SCSU
AVAILABLE 3/1
EPM 251-6005.
'
''THE CASTLE"
efficiency with private bath. On 5th block from campus. Lots of part<ing.
Lau~ry. Refer_
ences needed.
1-bdrm. and 4-bdrm. apts. Quality Ave. 253-1154.
Female preferred. can Marl< 612' BEACHWOODAPTS.
. living.Dan' 25H925.
_ • --==-===---- 949-2146.
1-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's and
APTS. ROOMS AND
D.T. 10 or 12 mo. leases. Dan 251- NOW RENTING FOR THE ·ga.·99
·EFFICIENCIES
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
1925.
school year.
251 -1814 or - many styles and locations. One call on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
scsuhousing.com.
Campus rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
Management.

Jrig

=~•

gf~

:n.w:..:it'"5'1Q•com

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm urnts one block from
new lbrary site on 4th Ave. OW
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154'.

Notices
SCHOLARSlftPI!!
oow accepting applications for 3
$100, Douglas Jirik Memorial
scholarships. Pre-business or
busi~e5:5 ~jors. Can pick up
apphcat1ons in Business Building
main offices.

...,_ .,.,.. _,_,.,._.,,
Monday, January 12, 1998

For Sale

Employment

1981 FORD MUSTANG
red, 5 spd., SOM. As~ng $400, call
259-9093.
·
.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
ST.CLOUD
United Parcel Service has
upcoming part-time loading unloading openings. Applicants
must .be 18 or older, be able to lift
70lbs., wol1< at a fast pace. $8.50/hr.
-. $9.50/hr. 3 am. - 8 a.m. (appx) or
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. (appx). Permanent
postitions with benefits. Work with
fellow students. Please call career
Services at 255-2152 to set up an
interview. EOE
.

SECURITY/ MAINTENANCE
only 1 mile from SCSU campus!
Overnight opportunity 10 p.m. - 6:30
a.am., 51 hrs. /2 wks. We offer a
quality benefit package to qual!ied
employees. Appl. avail. at St.
Benedict's Center 1810 Minn. Bw.
SE St. Cloud. 320,252-0010 X 286.

PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814 ask for Jeff.

PART-TIME
cleaning position. Call 240-0150, or
253-5511.

NANNY
responsible, hard worker, to care for
4 children in my home. Wed. 4:30 •
9 p.m. and some Sat. Call Pegi,

EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & very litHe time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for infornation today. Call 1-BOOc
323-8454 x95.

31" SONY TRINITRON TV
like new. Pd. $1,200, sell for $700.
Call Bany at 253-7848.

Personals
· God loves the people of
this wortd so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who have life because of me shall
have eternal life and shall never.
-Jesus of Nazareth

JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the infinitely immoral Biblical Jesus
will infinitely torture his own children
iA infinite hell if they do not believe
Christianity. Infinite persecution and
infinite terrorism on the basis of
belief subverts morality, integrity,
reason, reciprocity, individualism,
maturity, freedom, . freedom of
religion, responsrbiity, creati~ty and
e~~ellence.
It , is
infinite
totalitarianism. The mental hospitals
and prisons are full of inmates who
beLieve in hell. To believe in hell is to
be in hell. Terrorizing people wnh
threats' of infinite torture makes
... people worse, not better. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy). Fight
terrorism.
Question
religion.
Atheism is true. Christians are
terrorized slaves.

252-8469.
PART-TIME CONSULTANT
for Bridal shop. Convenient,
downtown location. Flexible hours.
Gall Marilyn at 253-2249, or 2537001.
ZAMBONI DRIVER
the National Hockey Center is
looking for experienced stufent
Zamboni drivers. Please call Joe at
the NHC, to find out more info. 2553327.
WANTED PART-TIME NANNY
2 children ages 1 & 6, Sauk Rapids,
mostly evenings and weekends.
Must have own transportation. Call
253-3108, ask for Jill.
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NANNIES!
liv_e-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. One Year
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. lns1ructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Artene Streisand, 1-800c443-6428;
516-433-8033.
$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part-time. At home.
Ti;1 free, 1-800c218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
$1000 POSSIBLE-TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for l~tings~

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamak;;a and Florida
irom $399 ~nd up. Organize a small
grqup & 1ravel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surt & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1·800c574-7577.

Attention
ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
with Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Packages
from $425.90. Party Extravaganza
inciudes: FREE cover, FREE drinks,
VIP service, & more. Call for info.
320-654-8998 or 800-875-4525·.

www bianchi:rossi com
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
don1 miss out oo the HOTTEST
destination in Mexico. Airfare, 7
nights hotel, transfers, FREE drinks,
15 FREE mea~. parties. For FREE
brochure
1-800-395-4896
(www.collegetours.com)
ATTENTION
EARN EXTRA MONEY
dependable people to sell roses
Thurs., Fri., or Sat. nights. For
more info. Call Beth at 240-9224 or
Janell at 654-8998.
FREE CASH GRANT!
college . Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
1-800c218-9000 ext. G-3883.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST
PRICES.
ALL SPRING BREAK locations.
Cancun, Jamaica, from $399,
Fk>rida, from $89, Texas; Mazatlan,
Bahamas. Register your group or be
our Campus Rep. 1-800c327-6013.
www.icpt.com
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!? ·
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
.RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240:2355.
PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to rent a part<ing space
near the intersection .of 5th Ave. S.
and 10th St. I would like something
off street, preferably a garage. Gall
Sarah at·654-0885.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pen,nies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's, Your area. Toll fl'E!e 1800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
c;urrent l~ngs.
SPRING BREAK WITH
. MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399.Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

Come in during our

Grand Opening Celebration
to learn why you're better off
banking at ff credit union!
What Do We Offer Our Members?

➔

Better rates, lower.fees ard conv~nlent servia,s

➔ Free Checking with unllmitedATM access and a Free VISA
➔
➔
➔

Check Card ·
.
Personal and Auto loans at great low rates
Financial counseling and assistance
Convenient office right on campus!

' .

How Can I Learn More?
Stop by during our Grand Opening to receive a
free gift and learn more about the financial
benefits of credit union membership, including
our Scholarship Program for students!

January 12-16
8:30 - 4:00
A152 Atwood Center • SCSU

[SCCU
State a,pitol ltderaJ {mfit union'

·

;;.

Wednesday, Jan. 14, 4:30 p.m.
SCSU President. Bruce .Grube and Vice President of
Academic Affairs Suzie Williams will answer your que_stions
pertaining to SCSU's conversion to the semester system in fall

1998.
Your questions will be answered over the airwaves whether
your tuning in or want to address the administrator directly.
Phone lines will be open at KVSC FM's request line

(320) 255-2398.

Attention: Aviation Students

Concerned about
semester ·Conversion?

Flight Physical

Only $30
with student ID

Don't be!
Find the answers on the Semester Conversion web site
http ://www.stcloudstate.edu/-semester
Here's a sample of the useful information you'll find there:
Q: Since I'll be takingfewer courses, won't I get less variety in my education under semesters?
A: No. There ~ll be slightly fewer courses in the total curriculum of the university, since many three-course sequences have been combined into two courses.
But overall these courses will cover the same material, and the chance to study
the course material in greater depth will make up for the slight reduction in
course listings;

Q: Will all my credits transfer?
A: Yes. Remember, it is up to the school to which you transfer to decide how
SCSU courses meet their requirements. H<_>wever, all credits will transfer.
Q: How will college loans work with the semester system?
A: Loan amounts are adjusted to match the new system. See the Office of
Financial Aid for details.

E-mail your questions to: Semester@StCloudState.edu
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A tradition of excellence and opportunity

Easy Appointments'
Hours M-F 9-5

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic

D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane, Suite 104-St. Cloud
(320) 251-3666

